
TV Insights in the Age of 
COVID-19: March 2020
COVID-19 is uncharted territory and advertisers are trying to navigate 
this “new normal.” Naturally, ad spend and performance have been 
under the microscope. See how advertisers responded to the global 
pandemic throughout March 2020.

Due to COVID-19, March 2020 marked the first full month of a homebound economy for consumers 
and advertisers across the world. To uncover how brands are adapting to new viewing and 
response patterns, TVSquared analyzed TV ad spend and performance throughout March.

Top Verticals: Increased TV Ad Spend

Top Verticals: Decreased TV Ad Spend
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4-Week Journey: A Closer Look at Industries
While TV viewing is increasing as people adopt the new #StayHome movement, advertisers are adjusting and trying to 
find the best way forward. For automotive and online retail/services, ad spend dropped mid-month, but it returned 
close to pre-COVID levels. For healthcare, mid-March marked an increase in ad spend, but it dropped to early March 
levels by month's end. Fluctuations in spend and strategy will likely continue as advertisers adjust creatives to directly 
reflect the pandemic and evaluate performance to ensure TV investments are working. 

March 2020: TV Ad Spend Trends

Source: TVSquared Platform, 2020

TV Ad Performance
Spend is only part of the equation - performance and outcomes are a whole different matter. TVSquared found that a 
variety of DTC brands experienced astronomical performance throughout March. TV, more than ever, is one of the main 
activities of consumers' daily lives, and categories such as DTC and home improvement are seeing performance peaks. 
Although, all types of advertisers can still reach audiences and leverage TV to drive response during these times.
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